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1 Introduction
In this note we study optimal consumption problem and optimal stopping problem both
associated with (1-dimensional) jump-diffusion. Methods employed are stochastic calcu-
lus of jump type, Hamilton-Jacobi inequality, Bellman principle, the notion of viscosity
solution and some classical calculus associated with positive maxmal principle.
In part I a topic in optimal consumption problem will be presented, and in part II
an optimal stopping problem associated with jump-diffusion process. Maretials in Part
I is based on [14] and those in part II is based on [15]. Many interpretations have been
added.
The process appearing in Part I is 2-dimensional, whereas that appears in Part II is
1-dimensional. However, formulation of the problem and proofs proceed in a similar way.
We shall describe mainly for Part II.
2 Part I-Optimal consumption
Let $\tilde{N}$(dtdz) $=N(dtdz)-\mu(dz)dt$ be a compensated Poisson random measure on $[0, T]\cross \mathrm{R}$ ,
whose mean measure (Levy measure) satisfies $\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}\min(z^{2},1)\mu(dz)<+\infty$. We admit $\mu$
to be a fairely discrete measure satisfying this condition, i.e., sum of point masses on R.
Let $Z_{t}$ be a L\’evy process given by
(1) $Z_{t}=rt+ \int_{0}^{t}\int_{|z|<1}z\tilde{N}(dsdz)+\int_{0}^{t}\int_{|z|\geq 1}zN(dsdz)$ .
Here we do not admit Gaussian part, and trajectories are chosen from the right continuous
version. We put $S_{t}=S_{0}e^{Z_{\mathrm{t}}}$ with $S_{0}>0$ being a constant. The process $(S_{t})$ is called a
geometric L\’evy process.
Then $S_{t}$ satisfies, by It\^o formula, the SDE
$dS_{t}=rS_{t}dt+S_{t} \int_{|z|<1}(e^{z}-1-z)\mu(dz)dt$
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(2) $+S_{t-}( \int_{|z|<1}(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}(dtdz)+\int_{|z|\geq 1}(e^{z}-1)N(dtdz))$.
We assume
(3) $\int_{|z|\geq 1}(e^{z}-1)\mu(dz)<\infty$ .
Then (2) can be rewritten as
$dS_{t}=rS_{t}dt+S_{t} \int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1-z1_{\{|z|<1\}})\mu(dz)dt+S_{t-}\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}$ (dtdz).
We put
$\tilde{r}=r+\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1-z1_{\{|z|<1\}})\mu(dz)$,
which is finite due to (3). Then
$dS_{t}= \tilde{r}S_{t}dt+S_{t-}\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}$(dtdz).
Let $S$ be
$S=\{(x, y);y>0, y+\beta x>0\}$ .
Here $\beta>0$ is a weight factor which describes the dumping rate of the average past
consumption (e.g., buying durable goods).
Based on the driving processes $(Z_{t}),$ $(S_{t})$ , we shall construct the processes $X=$
$X_{t}^{x},\mathrm{Y}=\mathrm{Y}_{t}^{y}$ depending on the parameter process $(\pi_{t}, C_{t}, L_{t})$ by
(4) $X_{t}=x-C_{\mathrm{t}}+ \int_{0}^{t}(r_{0}+(\tilde{r}-r_{0})\pi_{s})X_{s}ds+L_{t}+\int_{0}^{t}\pi_{\epsilon-}X_{\epsilon-}\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}$(dsdz), $X_{0}=x$ ,
$\mathrm{Y}_{t}=ye^{-\beta t}+\beta\int_{0}^{t}e^{-\beta(t-s)}dC_{s},\mathrm{Y}_{0}=y$.
The background of defining $X_{t}$ is the self-financing investment policy accordthe portfolio
$\pi_{t}$ :
$\frac{dX_{t}}{X_{t-}}=(1-\pi_{t})\frac{dB_{t}}{B_{t}}+\pi_{t^{\frac{dS_{t}}{S_{t-}’}}}$
where $B_{t}$ denotes the riskless bond given by $dB_{t}=r_{0}B_{t}dt$ . The second equation in (4)
means $d\mathrm{Y}_{t}=-\beta \mathrm{Y}_{t}dt+\beta dC_{t}$.
Here $(\pi_{t}, C_{t}, L_{t})$ denotes a control which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) $C_{t}= \int_{0}^{t}c_{s}ds$, and $trightarrow c_{t}$ is a non-decreasing adapted c\’adl\‘ag process of finite
variation such that $0\leq c_{t}\leq M_{1}$ for all $t\geq 0$ for some $M_{1}>0$ , and that $c_{t}>0$ only for
such $t$ that $X_{t}\geq 0$ .
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(ii) $L_{t}$ is a non-decreasing adapted c\’adl\‘ag process such that $L_{0-}=0,$ $L_{t}\geq 0\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{s}.$ ,
$E[L_{t}]<\infty$ for all $t\geq 0,$ $\Delta L_{t}>0$ only for such $t$ that $X_{t-}\in S$ and $X_{t-}+\Delta X_{t}\not\in S$ , and
$L_{t}^{c}>0$ only for such $t$ that $X_{t}\leq 0$ . Here $L_{t}^{c}$ denotes the continuous part of $L_{t}$ .
(iii) $\pi_{t}$ is an adapted c\’adl\‘ag process with values,in $[0,1]$ .
(iv) $\pi_{t},$ $C_{t},$ $L_{t}$ are processes such that
$(*)$ if $(x,y)\in S$ then $(X_{t}, \mathrm{Y}_{t})\in\overline{S}a.s$ .
holds for $t\geq 0$ .
Those controls $(\pi_{t}, c_{t}, L_{t})$ which satisfy $(\mathrm{i})-(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v})$ will be called admissible, and the
set of admissible controls for $(X_{t},\mathrm{Y}_{t})$ starting $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(x, y)$ will be denoted by $A_{(x,y)}$ which
may often be written simply be $A$ .
Viewing $(\pi., c., L.)$ as a fixed parameter, we put $v^{(\pi.,c.,L)}$ by
$v^{(\pi.,\epsilon,L)}(t;x,y)=E^{(\mathrm{Y}_{t\mathrm{A}}^{(\pi.,0,L.)})} \mathrm{x}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{A}}^{(\pi}:^{\epsilon.,L.)}’,.\cdot[\int_{0}^{t}e^{-\alpha s}U(c_{s})ds]$ ,
where $X_{t}^{(\pi.,c.,L.)},$ $\mathrm{Y}_{t}^{(\pi,\mathrm{c}.,L.)}$ are processes $X_{t},$ $\mathrm{Y}_{t}$ given $(\pi., c., L.)$ . Also we put the value
functions
(5) $v(t;x, y)= \sup_{(\pi,c,L)\in A}E^{(,Y_{t\wedge}}\mathrm{x}_{l\mathrm{A}}(l’*..L.)(\pi,.\mathrm{c}..L.)_{)}[:\cdot\int_{0}^{t}e^{-\alpha s}U(c_{s})ds]$
(6) $v(x,y)= \sup_{(\pi,\mathrm{c},L)\in A}E^{(X^{(\pi.,\mathrm{c}..L,)},\mathrm{Y}^{(\pi.,\epsilon,L.)})}.[\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-\alpha s}U(c_{s})ds]$ ,
where $\alpha>0$ is the dumping rate of the utility, and the supremum is taken over admissible
controls $(\pi., c., L.)$ , and the expectation is taken with respect to the law of $(X_{t},\mathrm{Y}_{t})$ due to
$N(dtdz)$ .
It is more realistic to consider the case
$S=\{(x, y);y>0, y+\beta x>0, x^{2}+y^{2}<R\}$
for some $R>0$ . However, if we consider the case that small jumps are dominant, it is
expected that it takes long time before the process $(X_{t}, \mathrm{Y}_{t})$ crosses the boundary of $S$
at the magnitute $R$ . Then due to the time dumping factor $e^{-\alpha s}$ in $v(x, y)$ , the effect of
$(X_{t}, Y_{t})$ near the boundary decrease to small.
Our goal is to characterize $v$ as a viscosity solution to the HJB equation stated below.
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation (HJB equation) associated with $(X_{t}, \mathrm{Y}_{t})$ is given by
as follows.
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(7) $\max\{Nv,\sup_{\pi,c}\{Av\}, Mv\}=0$ in $S$ .
$v=0$ outside of $S$ .
Here
(8) $Av(x,y)=-\alpha v-\beta yv_{y}$
$+ \{(r+\pi(\hat{b}-r))xv_{x}+\int(v(x+\pi x(e^{z}-1),y)-v(x, y)-\pi xv_{x}(e^{z}-1))\mu(dz)\}$
$+U(c)-c(v_{x}-\beta v_{y}),$ $\pi\in[0,1],c\in[0, M_{1}]$ ,
and
$Nv=v_{x}\cdot 1_{\{x\leq 0\}}$
(9) $Mv=(\beta v_{y}-v_{x})\cdot 1_{\{x\geq 0\}}$ .
The principal part $A_{0}=\{\cdots\}$ of $A$ is an operator which satisfies the positive maxi-
mum principle:
if $u(x_{0},y_{0})= \sup_{(x,y)\in S}u(x, y)\geq 0$, then Au$(x_{0}, y_{0})\leq 0$ .
Hence $A|_{C_{\mathrm{O}}}\infty$ becomes a pseudo-differential operator having certain symbol $a(x, y;\xi, \eta)$
which is negative definite (cf. [7], [17]).
In general, if
$Lf(x)=b(x, \pi)f_{x}(x)+\int\{f(x+\gamma(x,u, z))-f(x)-\gamma(x, u, z)f_{x}(x)\}\mu(dz)$ ,
where $\gamma(x, u, z)=xu(e^{z}-1)$ and $u=\pi$ , denotes the infinitesimal generator of the process
$X_{t}$ satisfying the positive maximal principle, and if
$J^{x}(s,u)=E[ \int_{0}^{T}e^{-\alpha(s+\ell)}h(t, X_{t},u_{t})dt+g(X_{T})]$
denotes the performance criterion for a control $u$ with respect to some function $h$ , we can
say the following.
We assume there exists $u^{*}\in A$ such that $J(s, u^{*})= \sup_{u\in A}J^{x}(s,u)$ . Then we write
$\Phi(s, x)=J(s, u^{*})$ . Viewing $L$ above as a Lagrangean, we shall perform a canonical trans-
formation from $L$ to the Hamiltonian $H$ .
$H(t,x, \mathrm{u},p,r)=h(t, x,u)+b(x,u)p+\int\gamma(x,u, z)r(t, z)\mu(dz)$ .
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We consider the following Hamilton-Jacobi (stochastic) equation
$dp(t)=- \frac{\partial}{\partial x}H(t, X_{t}, u_{t},p(t), r(t, \cdot))dt+\int r(t, z)\tilde{N}$ (dtdz), $t<T$
$p(T)= \frac{\partial}{\partial x}g(X_{T})$ .
It is shown
Theorem ([12]) Assume $\Phi(s, x)\in C^{1,3}(\mathrm{R}_{+}\cross \mathrm{R})$ . Define
$p(t)= \frac{\partial\Phi}{\partial x}(t,X_{t}^{*})$ ,
$r(t, z)= \frac{\partial\Phi}{\partial x}(t, X_{t}^{*}+\gamma(X_{t}^{*},u_{t}^{*}, z))-\frac{\partial\Phi}{\partial x}(t, X_{t}^{*})$.
Here $X_{t}^{*}$ denotes $X_{t}^{u^{*}}$ the process associated with $u^{*}$ .
Then $p(t),r(t, z)$ solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
This verifies the validity of the method.
We next introduce the notion of viscosity solutions.
We write
$B^{\pi}((x,y),$ $v)= \int(v(x+\pi x(e^{z}-1), y)-v(x,y)-\pi xv_{x}(e^{z}-1))\mu(dz)$,
and for $\delta>0,p\in \mathrm{R}$ ,
$B^{\pi,\delta}((x, y),$ $\phi,p)=\int_{|z|>\delta}(\phi(x+\pi x(e^{z}-1), y)-\phi(x,y)-\pi xp(e^{z}-1))\mu(dz)$,
$B_{\delta}^{\pi}((x,y),$ $\phi,p)=\int_{|z|\leq\delta}(\phi(x+\pi x(e^{z}-1), y)-\phi(x,y)-\pi xp(e^{z}-1))\mu(dz)$ ;
so that
$B^{\pi}((x, y),$ $v)=B^{\pi,\delta}((x, y),$ $v,$ $v_{x})+B_{\delta}^{\pi}((x,y),$ $v,$ $v_{x}),$ $\delta>0$ .
Further we use the notation $F=F^{\delta,\mathrm{c}}$ given by
(10) $F((x, y),$ $w,$ $s,$ $t;\phi,p$ , th, $q$) $=- \alpha w-\beta yt+_{0}\max_{\leq\pi\leq 1}\{(r+\pi(\hat{b}-r))xs$
$+B^{\pi,\delta}((x, y),$ $\phi,p)+B_{\delta}^{\pi}((x,y)$ , th, $q$)} $+U(c)-c(s-\beta t)$
when it is necessary. Here $s,$ $t,p,$ $q$ are scalars. We note that
$Av(x,y)=F((x,y),$ $v,$ $v_{x},$ $v_{y};v,v_{x},$ $v,$ $v_{x})$ .
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To introduce the notion of the viscosity solutions, we put
(1.11) $C_{l}( \overline{S})=\{\phi\in C(\overline{S});\sup_{(x,y)\in\overline{S}}|\frac{\phi(x,y)}{(1+|x|+|y|)^{l}}|<\infty\}$
for $l\geq 0$ . This is a space of functions having the constraint on the asymptotic order at
infinity.
Definition 2.1 (cf. [3], [4])
Let $E\subset\overline{S}$ . (1) Any $v\in C(\overline{S})$ is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (7)
in $E$ iff for all $(x,y)\in E$ all $\delta>0$ and all $\phi\in C^{2}(\overline{S})\cap C_{1}(\overline{S})$ such that $(x,y)$ is a global
mnimizer (resp. minimizer) of $v-\emptyset$ relative to $E_{f}$ it holds that
(11) $\max(N\phi, \sup_{\mathrm{c}}(F(., v, \phi_{x}, \phi_{y};\phi, \phi_{x}, \phi, \phi_{x})), M\phi)(x,y)\geq 0$ .
(resp. $\max(N\phi,$ $\sup_{c}(F(.,$ $v,$ $\phi_{x},$ $\phi_{y};\phi,$ $\phi_{x},$ $\phi,$ $\phi_{x})),$ $M\phi)(x,$ $y)\leq 0.$ )
(2) $v\in C(\overline{S})$ is a constrained viscosity solution of (7) iff $v$ is a viscosity subsolution of
(7) in $\overline{S}$ and a supersolution of (7) in $S$ .
We have now our first main result.
Theorem 2.2 The value function $v(x, y)$ is well defined, and it is a constrained viscosity
solution of (7).
Lemma 2.3 (Bellman Principle) For any stopping time $\tau$ and any $t\geq 0$ ,
(12) $v(x, y)= \sup_{(\pi,c,L)\in A}E[\int_{0}^{\tau\wedge t}e^{-\alpha s}U(c_{s})ds+e^{-\alpha(\tau\wedge t)}v(X_{\tau\wedge t}^{x}, \mathrm{Y}_{\tau\wedge t}^{y})],$ $(x, y)\in S$
where $(\pi., c., L.)$ is taken over admissible controls.
The Bellman principle plays a role to show the semigroup property concerning the
value function, which helps to verify the Theorem 2.2 above. Here we need this principle
since we take supremum with respect to the control triplet $(\pi., c., L.)$ . In the case of
optimal stopping problem, we have a similar statement for the value function. In this
case, however, the strong Markov property of the basic process will suffice. See Theorem
4.4 in Part II.
With respect to the uniqueness of the viscosity solution, we have the following theo-
rem.
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Theorem 2.4 For each $\gamma>0$ choose $\alpha>0$ so that $\alpha>k(\gamma)$ . Assume $v_{0}\in C_{\gamma}(\overline{S})$ is a
subsolution of (7) in $\overline{S}$ and $\overline{v}\in C_{\overline{\gamma}}(\overline{S})$ is a supersolution of (7) in S. Then
$v_{0}\leq\overline{v}$ on $\overline{S}$ .
Here $k( \gamma)=\max_{\pi}[\gamma(r+\pi(\hat{b}-r))+\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}((1+\pi(e^{z}-1))^{\gamma}-1-\gamma\pi(e^{z}-1))\nu(dz)]$ .
Consequently, the $HJB$ equation admits at most one constrained viscosity solution in
$C_{\overline{\gamma}}(\overline{S})$ .
This implies that the solution must coincide with the value function, since it is
bounded and hence belongs to $C_{\overline{\gamma}}(\overline{S})$ for all $\overline{\gamma}>0$ .
3 Part II-Optimal stopping
Consider the optimal stopping problem for the stock price in mathematical finance. Define
the following quantities:
$X(t)$ $=$ the stock price at time t
$r$ $=$ expected return of the stock, $r>0$ ,
$B(t)$ $=$ 1-dimensional standard Brownian motion
$Z(t)$ $=$ $1$-dimensional L\’evy process
$\sigma$ $=$ the positive diffusion constant
$\tau$ $=$ exercise time or stopping time
$g(x)$ $=$ the reward function of the stock
$S$ $=$ the set of stopping times
$S_{b}$ $=$ the set of bounded stopping times.
Here the L\’evy process $Z(t)$ is given as in Part I.
We assume that the stock price $X=\{X(t)\}$ evolves according to the stochastic
differential equation of jump-diffusion type
$dX(t)=(r+ \int_{|z|<1}(e^{z}-1-z)\mu(dz))X(t)dt+\sigma X(t)dB(t)$
(1) $+X(t-) \int_{|z|<1}(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}(dtdz)+X(t-)\int_{|z|\geq 1}(e^{z}-1)N(dsdz)$ , $X(0)=x>0$ ,
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on a complete probability space $(\Omega, F, P)$ , carrying a standard Brownian motion $\{B(t)\}$
and a Poisson random measure $N$ (dtdz), endowed with the natural filtration $F_{t}$ generated
by $\sigma(B(s), s\leq t)$ and $\sigma(N(dsdz), s\leq t)$ .




as in Part I. Then $X(t)$ can be written
(1) $dX(t)= \tilde{r}X(t)dt+\sigma X(t)dB(t)+X(t-)\int(e^{z}-1)\tilde{N}$(dtdz), $X(\mathrm{O})=x>0$ .
We assume here
$\mu$ is symmetric.
This together with the above imply that $\int_{\mathrm{R}\backslash \{0\}}(e^{z}-1)\mu(dz)>0$.
The reward function $g(x)$ is assumed to have the following property:
(2) $g\geq 0$ , $g\in C$ ,
where $C$ denotes the Banach space $C_{0}([0, \infty))$ of all continuous functions on $[0, \infty)$ van-
ishing at infinity, with norm $||h||= \sup_{x\geq 0}|h(x)|$ .
The objective is to find an optimal stopping time $\tau^{*}$ so as to maximize the expected
reward function:
(3) $J(\tau)=E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}g(X(\tau))]$
over the class $S$ of all stopping times $\tau$ , where $e^{-\overline{r}\tau}g(X_{\tau})$ at $\tau=\infty$ is interpreted as zero.
Instead of HJB equations, we consider the variational inequality:
(4) $\{$
$\max(Lv,g-v)=0$ in $(0, \infty)$ ,
$v(0)=g(0)$ .
Here
$Lv=- \tilde{r}v+\frac{1}{2}\sigma^{2}x^{2}v’’+rxv’+\int\{v(x+\gamma(x, z))-v(x)-v’(x)\cdot\gamma(x, z)\}\mu(dz)$
where $\gamma(x, z)=x(e^{z}-1)$ . We write $Lv=-\tilde{r}v+L_{0}v$ in the sequel.
Since $L$ satisfies the positive maximum principle, $L$ can be viewed as a pseudo-
differential operator with the symbol $a(x, \xi)$ given by




$a_{2}(x, \xi)=\int\{e^{i\xi\gamma(x,z)}-1-i\xi\cdot\gamma(x, z)\}\mu(dz)$ .
The symbol of $L_{0}$ is given by $(a_{1}(x, \xi)+\tilde{r})+a_{2}(x, \xi)$ .
By the assumption that $\sigma>0$ , the symbol $a_{1}$ is elliptic. On the other hand, the
symbol $a_{2}$ satisfies
$a_{2}(x,\xi)\sim c(x)|\xi|^{a(x)}$ for each $x\in(\mathrm{O}, \infty)$ .
Here $\alpha(x)$ is a measurable function taking values in $(0,2)$ . Due to the initial assumption
that $\sigma>0$ we may assume the ssymbol $a$ is elliptic.
To solve (4), we need to study the penality equation for $\epsilon>0$ :
(5) $\{$
$\tilde{r}u=L_{0}u+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}$ in $(0, \infty)$ ,
$u(0)=g(0)$ ,
origined by Bensoussan and Lions.
Remark 3.1 The condition (2) is fulfilled if the reward function is given by the
bounded function
$g(x)=(K-x)^{+}$
for the strike price $K>0$ of a put option.
Suppose that the variational inequality (4) admits a solution $v\in C^{2}((0, \infty))$ . Then
the optimal stopping time $\hat{\tau}$ is given by
$\hat{\tau}=\inf\{t:v(X(t))\leq g(X(t))\}$ .
Flirom (4) it follows that
$Lv=0$ if $v>g$ .
Hence
$Lv(X(t))=0$ for $t<\hat{\tau}$ .
By It\^o formula, under some additional assumptions on $v$ , we obtain
$E[e^{-\overline{r}\hat{\tau}}v(X(\hat{\tau}))]$ $=v(x)+E[ \int_{0}^{\hat{\tau}}e^{-\overline{n}}Lv(X(t))dt]+E[\int_{0}^{\hat{\tau}}e^{-\tilde{r}t}v’(X(t))\sigma X(t)dB(t)$





On the other hand, since
$Lv\leq 0$ ,
It\^o formula gives
$E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}v(X(\tau))]\leq v(x)$ , $\tau\in S$ .
We assume $v$ is bounded, as in Remark above, and let $\tauarrow\hat{\tau}$ . Therefore we seem to
obtain the optimality of $\hat{\tau}$ , and we have $\Phi(x)=v(x)$ , where $\Phi(x)=\sup_{\tau}J^{x}(\tau)$ . However,
we remark that $v\in C^{2}$ may be violated, because $v$ is connected to $g$ at some point $x$
which is only continuous.
4 Penalized Problem
In this section, we show the existence of a unique solution $u$ of the penalty equation (5).
We begin with a probabilistic penalty equation
(6) $\mathrm{u}(x)=E[\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t))dt]$ ,
for $x\geq 0$ .
Theorem 4.1 We assume (2). Then, for each $\epsilon>0$ , there exists a unique nonnegative
solution $u=u_{\epsilon}\in C$ of (6).
Proof. Define
(7) $\mathcal{T}h(x)=E[\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(h\vee g)(X(t))dt]$ for $h\in C_{+}$ ,
where $C_{+}=\{h\in C : h\geq 0\}$ . Clearly, $C_{+}$ is a closed subset of $C$ . By (7), we have
$0\leq \mathcal{T}h(x)$ $=$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(h\vee g)(X(t))dt]$
$\leq$ $||h \vee g||\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}dt$
$=$ $\frac{||h\vee g||}{\tilde{r}\epsilon+1}\leq||h\vee g||$ .
Then, by the Gronwall inequality
$|\mathcal{T}h(y)-\mathcal{T}h(x)|$ $\leq$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{*})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}\{|h(X(t))-h(\mathrm{Y}(t))|\}dt]$
$arrow$ $0$ as $yarrow x$ ,






$E[ \sup_{u\leq t}|X(u)-Y(u)|^{2}]\leq|x-y|^{2}+C\int_{0}^{t}E[\sup_{u\leq s}|X(u)-\mathrm{Y}(u)|^{2}]ds$ .
Hence we have the conclusion by the Gronwall inequality.
Moreover,
$\mathcal{T}h(x)=E[\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\tilde{r}+^{\underline{1}})t}.\frac{1}{\epsilon}(h\vee g)(X(t))dt]arrow 0$ as $xarrow\infty$ ,
since $(P_{h})_{h\in c_{+}},$ $P_{h}=P^{h\circ X}$ , is tight in the space $D=D([0,t]),$ $t>0$ .






Hence, since $h$ is bounded,
$| \int_{0}^{t}\{\cdots\}ds|\leq C\int_{0}^{t}ds||f’’||\int(e^{z}-1)\mu(dz)\leq c_{f}t$
for some constant $c_{f}$ . Hence by Proposition 3.2 of [1], $(P_{h})$ is tight in $D([0, t]),$ $t>0$ .
Thus $\mathcal{T}$ maps $C_{+}$ into $C_{+}$ .
Now, by (7), we have
$|\mathcal{T}h_{1}(x)-\mathcal{T}h_{2}(x)|$ $\leq$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{})t}.\frac{1}{\epsilon}|h_{1}(X(t))-h_{2}(X(t))|dt]$
$\leq$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}||h_{1}-h_{2}||dt]$
$=$ $\frac{1}{\tilde{r}\epsilon+1}||h_{1}-h_{2}||$ , $h_{1},$ $h_{2}\in C_{+}$ .
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This yields that $\mathcal{T}$ is a contraction mapping. Thus $\mathcal{T}$ has a fixed point $u$ , which solves
(6). The proof is finished.
Consider the penalty equation for $u=u_{\epsilon}$ :
(8) $\tilde{r}u=L_{0}u+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}$ in $(0, \infty)$ ,
with boudary condition $u(\mathrm{O})=g(0)$ . Since
$u\vee g=u+(u-g)^{-}$ ,
we rewrite (8) as
(9) $( \tilde{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})u=L_{0}u+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)$ in $(0, \infty)$ .
We introduce here a notion of weak solution.
Definition 4.2 Let $w\in C([0, \infty))$ and $w(0)=g(0)$ . Then $w$ is called a viscosity sub- or
super- solution of (8) as follows;
$(a)$ wisaviscosity subsolution of (8), $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s},$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{y}\phi\in C^{2}((0, \infty))\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{y}$
local maximum point $z>0$ of $w-\emptyset$ ,
$\tilde{r}w(z)\leq L_{0}\phi(z)+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(w-g)^{-}(z)$ ,
and
$(b)$ $w$ is aviscosity supersolution of (8), that is, for any $\phi\in C^{2}((0, \infty))$ and any
$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\overline{z}>0\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}w-\emptyset$,
$\tilde{r}w(\overline{z})\geq L_{0}\phi(\overline{z})+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(w-g)^{-}(\overline{z})$ .
Theorem 4.3 We make the assumption of Theorem 4.1. Then $u$ in (6) is a viscosity
solution of (8).
Proof. We see that $(\Omega, F, P, \{F_{t}^{X}\};X)$ is a strong Markov process, that is,
$P_{x}(X(t+\tau)\in A|F_{\tau}^{X})=P_{X_{\tau}}(X(t)\in A)$ , $P_{x}- a.s.$ , $t\geq 0$ ,
for any Borel set $A$ of $\mathrm{R}$ and $\tau\in S_{b}$ , where $P_{x}$ denotes the probability measure $P$ with
$X(0)=x$ .
Let $x>0$ . By (6), we get
$u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t))dt]$ .
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Hence
$E[ \int_{\tau}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t))dt|\mathcal{F}_{\tau}^{X}]$ $=e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})\tau}E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t+\tau))dt|\mathcal{F}_{\tau}^{X}]$
$=e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})\tau}u(X(\tau))$ , $a.s$ .
Thus for each $\theta>0$
$u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\tau\wedge\theta}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t))dt+e^{-(\overline{r}+^{\underline{1}})\tau\wedge\theta}.u(X(\tau\wedge\theta))]$ .
This relation corresponds to the dynamic programming principle (Bellman principle) for
$u$ . By the same line as the proof of Theorem 1 in [14], we deduce that $u$ is a viscosity
solution to (9), and also to (8).
We study the smoothness of the solution $u$ to (8). We fix $\epsilon>0$ temporarily.
Theorem 4.4 We make the assumption of Theorem 4.1. Then there exists a solution $u$
of (8) which coincides with $u$ in (6) in $C((\mathrm{O}, \infty))$ . The solution is unique in $C_{+}$ . Further,
for any $\tau\in S$ , we have
(10) $u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\tau}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}(X(t))dt+e^{-\overline{f}\tau}u(X(\tau))]$ .
In particular,
(11) $u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}(X(t))dt]$ .
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}o$of.
1. Let $[a, b]\subset(0, \infty)$ be an arbitrary finite interval and we consider the boundary value
problem:
(12)
$\tilde{r}\chi(x)=L_{0}\chi(x)+\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}$ in $(a, b)$ ,
$\chi(a)=u(a)$ , $\chi(b)=u(b)$ .
By the uniform ellipticity and linearlity, Theorem 2.5.4 in [17] yields that (12) has a
smooth solution $\chi$ . In view of Theorem 4.3 above and Theorem 2 in [14], we can obtain the
uniqueness of the viscosity solution of (12). Therefore we deduce that $u=\chi\in C((a, b))$ ,
and hence $u\in C((\mathrm{O}, \infty))$ .
2. We set
(13) $\tau_{R}=\inf${$t\geq 0:X(t)>R$ or $X(t)<1/R$}
for $R>1$ and $\rho=\tau$ A $\tau_{R}$ . By It\^o formula and (8), we get, if $\frac{1}{R}<x<R$ ,
$e^{-\overline{r}(\rho\wedge n)}u$ ($X$ ( $\rho$ A $n$)) $=$ $u(x)+ \int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\tilde{r}t}(-\tilde{r}u(X(t))+L_{0}u(X(t))dt$
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$+$ $\int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\overline{r}t}u’(X(t))\sigma X(t)dB(t)$
$+$ $\int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\overline{r}t}X(t)\int\{u(X(t-)+\gamma(X(t-), z))-u(X(t-))$
$u’(X(t-))\cdot\gamma(X(t-), z)\}\tilde{N}$(dtdz)
$=$ $u(x)- \int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\tilde{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}(X(t))dt$
$+$ $\int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\tilde{t}\iota}u’(X(t))\sigma X(t)dB(t)$
$+$ $\int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\prime\cdot t}X(t)\sim\int\{u(X(t-)+\gamma(X(t-), z))$
$u(X(t-))-u’(X(t-))\cdot\gamma(X(t-), z)\}\tilde{N}$(dtdz), $a.s.$ , $\forall n\in \mathrm{N}$ .
Since $u’$ is bounded on $[1/R, R]$ , we see that
$E[ \int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\overline{r}t}u’(X(t))\sigma X(t)dB(t)]=E[\int_{0}^{n}e^{-\overline{r}t}u’(X(t))\sigma X(t)1_{\{t\leq\rho\}}dB(t)]=0$,
$E[ \int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\prime\cdot t}X(t)\{u(X(t-)-+\gamma(X (t-), z))-u(X(t-))-u’(X(t-))\cdot\gamma(X(t-), z)\}\overline{N}(dtdz)]$
$=E$[$\int_{0}^{n}e^{-\overline{r}t}X(t)\{u(X(t-)+\gamma(X$($t$ -), $z))-u(X(t-))-u’(X(t-))\cdot\gamma(X(t$-), $z)\}1_{\{t\leq\rho\}}\tilde{N}$(dtdz)] $=0$ .
Hence
$u(x)=E$[$\int_{0}^{\rho\wedge n}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}(X(t))dt+e^{-\overline{r}(\rho\wedge n)}u(X(\rho$ A $n))$].
Letting $narrow\infty$ , by the dominated convergence theorem, we have
$u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\tau\wedge\tau_{R}}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u-g)^{-}(X(t))dt+e^{-\overline{r}(\tau\wedge r_{R})}u(X(\tau\wedge\tau_{R}))]$.
Note that $\tau_{R}\nearrow\theta$ as $R\nearrow\infty$ . Passing to the limit, we deduce (10). The statement (11)
is immediate from (10) with $\tau=\infty$ .
3. By the same line as (11), we have
$u(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\tilde{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u\vee g)(X(t))dt]$.
For two solutions $u_{1},$ $u_{2}$ of (8) in $C_{+}$ , we get by (7)
$||u_{1}-u_{2}|| \leq\frac{1}{\tilde{r}\epsilon+1}||u_{1}-u_{2}||$ ,
which implies $u_{1}=u_{2}$ .
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5 Passaing to the limit as $\epsilonarrow 0$
We study the convergence of $u=u_{\epsilon}\in C_{+}\mathrm{a}s\inarrow 0$ . Define the Green function
$G_{\beta}h(x)=E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-\beta t}h(X(t))dt]$ , $\beta>0$ ,
and
$\mathcal{G}=\{G_{\beta}(\beta h):h\in C, \beta>\tilde{r}\}$ .
Our objective is to prove the following.
Theorem 5.1
We assume (2). Let $\epsilon_{n}>0$ be any sequence such that $\epsilon_{n}arrow 0$ and that $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\epsilon_{n}<+\infty$ .
Then we have
(14) $u_{\epsilon_{n}}$ $arrow$ $v\in C$ .
For the proof of this theorem, we prepapre the following three lemmas, whose proofs
we shall omit. See [15].
Lemma 5.2 The class $\mathcal{G}$ is dense in $C$ .
Lemma 5.3 Let $\overline{u}\in C_{+}$ be the solution of (8) with $\tilde{g}\in C_{+}$ replacing $g$ . Then we have
(15) $||u-\tilde{u}||\leq||g-\tilde{g}||$ .
Lemma 5.4 Under (2), we have
(16) $u_{\epsilon}(x)= \sup_{\tau\in S}E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}\{g-(u_{\epsilon}-g)^{-}\}(X(\tau))]$ .
Proof of Theorem 5. 1
1. We claim that
(17) $(u_{\epsilon}-g)^{-}\leq\epsilon||\beta h+(\tilde{r}-\beta)g||$ ,
if $g=G_{\beta}(\beta h)\in \mathcal{G}$ for some $h\in C$ .
Indeed, by the same line as the proof of Theorem 4.3, we observe that $g$ is a unique
viscosity solution of
$(g(0)=h(0)\beta g=L_{0}g+,\beta h$
in $(0, \infty)$ ,
or equivalently,
$\{$
$( \tilde{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})g=L_{0}g+\hat{h}+\frac{1}{\epsilon}g$ in $(0, \infty)$ ,
$g(0)= \frac{\epsilon}{\tilde{r}\epsilon+1}\{\hat{h}(0)+\frac{1}{\epsilon}g(0)\}$,
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where $\hat{h}=\beta h+(\tilde{r}-\beta)g$ (see the proof of Theorem 6.3 below for the uniqueness). Hence
we have $g=G_{\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon}}( \hat{h}+\frac{1}{\epsilon}g)$ . Therefore, by (6)
$u_{e}(x)-g(x)$ $=$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{e})t}\{\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u_{\epsilon}\vee g)(X(t))-(\hat{h}(X(t))+\frac{1}{\epsilon}g(X(t)))\}dt]$
$\geq$ $-E[ \int_{0}^{\infty}e^{-(\overline{r}+\frac{1}{\epsilon})t}\hat{h}(X(t))dt]$
$\geq$ $-\epsilon||\hat{h}||$ , $x>0$ ,
which implies (17).
2. Let $g=G_{\beta}(\beta h)\in \mathcal{G}$ . Applying (17) to $u_{e_{n+1}}(x)$ and $u_{e_{n}}(x)$ , by Lemma 5.4, we have
$|u_{\epsilon_{n+1}}(x)-u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)|$ $\leq$
$\sup_{\tau\in S}E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}|(u_{\epsilon_{n+1}}-g)^{-}-(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}|(X(\tau))]$
$\leq$ $(\epsilon_{n+1}+\epsilon_{n})||\beta h+(\tilde{r}-\beta)g||$ .
Thus
$\infty\sum_{n=1}||u_{\epsilon_{\mathfrak{n}+1}}-u_{\epsilon_{n}}||\leq\sum_{n=1}(\epsilon_{n+1}+\epsilon_{n})||\beta h+(\tilde{r}-\beta)g||\infty<\infty$ .
This implies that $\{u_{\epsilon_{n}}\}$ is a Cauchy sequence in $C$ , and we get (14).
3. Let $g$ satisfy (2). By Lemma 5.2, there exists a sequence $\{g_{m}\}\subset \mathcal{G}$ such that $g_{m}arrow g$
in $C$ . Let $u_{\epsilon}^{m}$ be the solution of (8) corresponding to $g_{m}$ . By 2, we see that
(18) $u_{\epsilon_{n}}^{m}$ $arrow$ $v^{m}\in C$ as $narrow\infty$ .
By Lemma 5.3,
$|1u_{\epsilon_{n}}^{m}-u_{\epsilon_{n}}^{m’}||\leq||g_{m}-g_{m’}||$ .
Letting $narrow\infty$ , we have
$||v^{m}-v^{m’}||\leq||g_{m}-g_{m’}||$ .
Hence $\{v^{m}\}$ is a Cauchy sequence, and




Letting $narrow\infty$ and then $marrow\infty$ , we obtain (14). The limit does not depend on the
choice of $(\epsilon_{n})$ and $\{g_{m}\}$ as long as $(\epsilon_{n})$ satisfy the condition in the Theorem.
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6Viscosity Solutions of Variational Inequalities




Deflnition 6.1 Let $v\in C([0, \infty))$ . Then $v$ is called a viscosity solution of (20), if the
following assertions are satisfied:
$(a)$ For any $\phi\in C^{2}$ and for any local minimum point $\overline{z}>0$ of $v-\emptyset$ ,
$-\tilde{r}v(\overline{z})+L_{0}\phi(\overline{z})\leq 0$,
$(b)$ $v(x)\geq g(x)$ for all $x\geq 0$ ,
$(c)$ For any $\phi\in C^{2}$ and for any local maximum point $z>0$ of $v-\emptyset$ ,
$(-\tilde{r}v+L_{0}\phi)(v-g)^{+}|_{x=z}\geq 0$ .
Theorem 6.2 We assume (2). Then the limit $v$ in Theorem 5.1 is a viscosity solution of
(20).
Proof. Let $\phi\in C^{2}$ and let $z>0$ be a local maximum point of $v-\emptyset$ such that
$v(z)-\phi(z)>v(x)-\phi(x)$ , $x\in\overline{B}_{\delta}(z)$ , $z\neq x$
for some $\delta>0$ .
By the uniform convergence in Theorem 5.1, the function $u_{\epsilon_{n}}-\emptyset$ attains a local
maximum at $x_{n}\in\overline{B}_{\delta}(z)$ .
We deduce
$x_{n}$ $arrow$ $z$ as $narrow\infty$ .
Indeed, for $0<\delta<\delta_{0}$ , it is easy to check
$u(x)-\phi(x)<u(z)-\phi(z)$ , for $x\in\overline{B}_{\delta}(z),$ $z\neq x$ .








Hence $(v-\phi)(z’)\geq(v-\phi)(x),$ $x\in\overline{B}_{\delta}(z)$ , and hence $(v-\phi)(z’)\geq(v-\phi)(z)$ . Hence we
have $z’=z$ .
Now, by Theorem 4.3, we have
$- \tilde{r}u_{e_{\hslash}}(x)+L_{0}\phi(x)+\frac{1}{\epsilon_{n}}(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}(x)|_{x=x_{\hslash}}\geq 0$ .
Multiply both sides by $(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{+}$ to obtain
$(-\tilde{r}u_{e_{n}}(x_{n})+L_{0}\phi(x_{n}))(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{+}(x_{n})\geq 0$ .
Letting $narrow\infty$ , we get
$(-\tilde{r}v(z)+L_{0}\phi(z))(v-g)^{+}(z)\geq 0$.
Next, by (17), we have
$(u_{e_{n}}^{m}-g_{m})^{-}\leq\epsilon_{n}||\beta h_{m}+(\tilde{r}-\beta)g_{m}||$ ,
where $g_{m}=G_{\beta}(\beta h_{m})$ for some $h_{m}\in C$ and $u_{e_{n}}^{m}$ is as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Letting
$narrow\infty$ , by (18), we have
$v^{m}(x)\geq g_{m}(x)$ , $x\geq 0$ ,
and then, by (19)
$v(x)\geq g(x)$ for all $x\geq 0$ .
Finally, let $\overline{z}$ be the minimizer of $v-\emptyset$ , and $\overline{x}_{n}$ be the sequence of the local minimizers




Letting $narrow\infty$ , we deduce
$-\tilde{r}v(\overline{z})+L_{0}\phi(\overline{z})\leq 0$.
Thus we get the assertion of the theorem.
Theorem 6.3 We make the assumption of Theorem 6.2. Let $v_{i}\in C,$ $i=1,2$ , be two
viscosity solutions of (20). Then we have
$v_{1}=v_{2}$ .
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We omit the proof of this theorem since it is too long. See [15].
Theorem 6.4 We make the assumption of Theorem 6.2. Then we have
$v(x)= \sup_{\tau\in S}E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}g(X(\tau))]$ .
Proof.
1. Let $x>0$ and $\tau\in S$ . By (10), we get
$u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)$ $=$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\tau}e^{-\tilde{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}(X(t))dt+e^{-\overline{r}\tau}u_{\epsilon_{n}}(X(\tau))]$
$\geq$ $E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}u_{e_{n}}(X(\tau))]$ .
Letting $narrow\infty$ , by Theorems 5.1 and 6.2, we have
$v(x)\geq E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}v(X(\tau))]\geq E[e^{-\overline{r}\mathcal{T}}g(X(\tau))]$ .
2. For any $m\in \mathrm{N}$ , we set
(22) $\rho_{m}=\inf\{t\geq 0:v(X(t))-\frac{1}{m}\leq g(X(t))\}$ .
Since








$u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)$ $=$ $E[ \int_{0}^{\rho_{m}}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon_{n}}(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}(X(t))dt+e^{-\overline{r}\rho_{m}}u_{\epsilon_{n}}(X(\rho_{m}))]$
$=$ $E[e^{-\overline{r}\rho_{m}}u_{e_{n}}(X(\rho_{m}))]$ .
Letting $narrow\infty$ , by (23), we get
$v(x)$ $=$ $E[e^{-\tilde{r}\rho_{m}}v(X( \rho_{m}))]\leq E[e^{-\overline{r}\rho_{m}}\{g(X(\rho_{m}))+\frac{1}{m}\}]$
$\leq$ $\sup_{\tau\in S}E[e^{-\tilde{r}\tau}g(X(\tau))]+\frac{1}{m}$ .
Passing to the limit, we deduce
$v(x) \leq\sup_{\tau\in S}E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}g(X(\tau))]$ .
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7Solution of the Optimal Stopping Problem
In this section, we give a synthesis of the optimal stopping time.
Theorem 7.1
We assume (2). Then the optimal stopping time $\tau^{*}$ is given by
$\tau^{*}=\inf\{t\geq 0 : v(X(t))\leq g(X(t))\}$
for $x>0$ .
Proof.
1. For any $\tau\in S$ and $\tau_{R}$ of (13), we set $\rho=\tau\wedge\tau_{R}$ . By It\^o’s formula, we have
$E[e^{-\overline{r}\rho}u_{e_{n}}(X( \rho))]=u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)+E[\int_{0}^{\rho}e^{-\overline{r}t}\{-\tilde{r}u_{\epsilon_{n}}+\frac{1}{2}\sigma^{2}x^{2}u_{e_{n}}’’+rxu_{\epsilon_{n}}’$
$+ \int\{u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x+\gamma(x, z))-u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)-u_{e_{n}}’(x)\cdot\gamma(x, z)\}\mu(dz)\}|_{x=X(t)}dt]$
$=u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)-E[ \int_{0}^{\rho}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}(X(t))dt]\leq u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)$ .
Letting $Rarrow\infty$ and then $\epsilon_{n}arrow 0$ , by the dominated convergence theorem, we deduce
$E[e^{-\tilde{r}\tau}g(X(\tau))]\leq E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}v(X(\tau))]\leq v(x)$ .
2. We set $\overline{\tau}=\tau_{R}$ A $\rho_{m}$ for $\rho_{m}$ of (22). By (23), it is clear that
$E[ \int_{0}^{\overline{\tau}}e^{-\overline{r}t}(u_{\epsilon_{n}}-g)^{-}(X(t))dt]=0$
for sufficiently large $n$ . Hence, applying It\^o’s formula, we have
$E[e^{-\tilde{f}\overline{\tau}}u_{\epsilon_{n}}(X( \overline{\tau}))]=u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)+E[\int_{0}^{\overline{\tau}}e^{-\overline{r}t}\{-\tilde{r}u_{\epsilon_{n}}+\frac{1}{2}\sigma^{2}x^{2}u_{e_{n}}’’+rxu_{\epsilon_{n}}’$
$+ \int\{u_{\epsilon_{\hslash}}(x+\gamma(x, z))-u_{\epsilon_{\hslash}}(x)-u_{e_{n}}’(x)\cdot\gamma(x, z)\}\mu(dz)\}|_{x=X(t)}dt]$
$=u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)-E[ \int_{0}^{\overline{\tau}}e^{-\overline{r}t}\frac{1}{\epsilon}(u_{e_{n}}-g)^{-}(X(t))dt]=u_{\epsilon_{n}}(x)$ .
Letting $narrow\infty$ and then $Rarrow\infty$ , we get
$E[e^{-\overline{r}\rho_{m}}v(X(\rho_{m}))]=v(x)$ .
Note that $\rho_{m}\nearrow\tau^{*}$ as $m\nearrow\infty$ . Passing to the limit, we deduce
$E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}g(X(\tau^{*}))]=E[e^{-\overline{r}\tau}v(X(\tau^{*}))]=v(x)$.
Thus, we obtain the assertion.
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